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G-Force 1500 
B Y  M I C H E L E  A N D  A L L A N  L A R K I N

itude

launched

Getting ready. (left) pic Julie Geldard – Vidpicpro

In winter 2009, my wife Michele and I were cruising up to Lizard Island on our previous
cat, Beats Workin’, when we discussed the luxury of being able to sail 100nm in daylight
hours whilst cruising the Queensland coast. From that initial thought was born the idea of
building a performance cruising cat, and two years later, we’re very happy with the
outcome of those initial North Qld dreams, with our new Schionning G-Force 15, Attitude. 



O
UR INITIAL DESIGN
brief was pretty simple,
must be a proven
performer, able to sail
close to the wind, and

above all, be set up for offshore cruising
that just Michele and I could handle.
Safety had to be paramount, and as we
had a 16m pen down at RQYS, all had to
be contained within that dimension.  All
pretty straightforward ... then Michele
dropped the bombshell ... it had to be
good looking ...

As we’d recently completed the 2009
Bris-Gladstone race, the quick heeled
Schionning designed G-Force 14
Bulletproof that left the fleet in her wake
was a good place to start.  Jeff Schionning
had just completed the design of a larger
version in the G-Force stable, so I tracked
down Andrew Crick from Maryborough,
a three hour drive north of Brisbane.
Andrew had built a number of previous
Schionning designs, and was conveniently
bedridden at the Wesley hospital in
Brisbane with a broken leg from a

motorbike accident.  With the Wesley
some two minutes from my Toowong
office, I spent a number of hours ‘visiting’
Andrew, and fine tuning what was
eventually to be Attitude.

We purchased Jeff ’s new plans to the
G-Force 15, and with construction
starting in late 2009, learnt every twist
and bend in the road from Brisbane to
Maryborough, with weekly trips north to
fine tune the build of our new dream. I
was soon to learn that Maryborough
supported a number of gifted tradesmen,
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Port cabin, starboard cabin, companionway and vanity. 

Galley, saloon table and nav station.

Hidden TV, sliding saloon doors, how’s this for a tidy workshop!



and I was pleasantly surprised by the quality of
workmanship and support services to the boat
building industry this town possessed, located some
30-odd miles up the Mary River.  Many thanks to
Marlon, Chris, Andy and all the boys from Crick
Boatbuilding. 
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Finally moving. – pic Julie Geldard – Vidpicpro



We stuck with Jeff ’s proven design with the hulls and
those distinctive bows, whilst tweaking the coach-house
roof and cockpit design to accommodate solar panels
and the aft targa mount traveller system.

Another distinctive initiative that came out of the
build is the majority of halyards and sheets come back
to the cockpit, where they’re serviced by a number of
electric winches.  Having been a builder myself most of
my life has resulted in the usual ‘old builder’s back’
syndrome, plus the ability for Michele to get me up the
mast in the event of an emergency is viewed as more a
safety feature than luxury item.  Having said that, it is
convenient to excuse softness as a safety feature these
days. 

We ran these cockpit halyards through a duct system
at the base of the mast, through a turning block on
deck, then back through organisers to the helm stations.
Initial thoughts from our Harken reps in Adam Brown
and Peter Tardrew were ‘these cat sailors really are
mad’, though the final outcome has been fantastic.
Double line reefing, mainsail hoisting and mainsheet
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In her pen at RQYS.



adjustments whilst having one hand on
the helm certainly make shorthanded
cruising a safer and less tiring experience. 

Just over 12 months of construction
activity later, Attitude was loaded onto a
house removal trailer for what I can only
describe as a weird experience, travelling
through the streets of this country town
on the back of a boat, to be launched
into the Mary River.  Meeting David
Lambourne at the ramp, the 20.5m rig
was quickly swung into place on
December 17, 2010.
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Transom step makes for a great dive platform.
(top)
Targa with traveller control and dinghy davits.
(above)
Looking for breeze – again. (right)
– pic Julie Geldard – Vidpicpro



Nothing like having a deadline of the
week before Christmas, Rob Meizer met
us at Harvey Bay, dropping in the best
looking set of sails from the Quantum
stable at dusk that evening.  Time for a
few celebratory drinks, before her maiden
voyage back to Brisbane the next day.  A
30kt south-easter right on the nose, what
a great time to try out your new boat!
Thankfully the twin 40hp Lombardini

engines from Brad Bell at MTU Detroit
proved their worth.  

Once back in her home port at Manly,
we had a tinker with her over the
Christmas break, before putting her back
on the hard at RQYS for the final finishing
touches.  This is where Michele stepped
in with her pent-up ideas, and aided by
the craftsmanship of Aron and the lads
from Azdell Interiors, Andrew from
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Barbecue (above left) which slides away for a full
width seat. (centre)
Doors fully open. (above right)



Coastal Trimmers, and Andy from Crick
Boatbuilding, transformed Attitude into a
true luxury vessel. 

With the interior taking shape as a
genuine work of art, it was decided to have
a point of difference on the exterior.  Dino

and the boys from Millennium Marine had
delivered a world class finish to the
exterior, with Mark Anderson from Planet
Wrap enhancing the great design lines with
a vinyl wrapping and graphics.  Unique
stainless steel lines by Greg Lazar and
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Attitude at the start of the Brisbane to Gladstone
Yacht race – Easter 2011, crew ‘flat out’ in four
knots of breeze.
– pic Julie Geldard – Vidpicpro



Gavin Maguire from Ark Marine have also
added to the overall ambience and
practicality of the vessel.   

Lorraine and Jeff Schionning had met us
for the launch back in December, and
with the ground-work in place for the
interior fit-out, the look on their faces
was one of pure ‘our sailors have gone
soft on us’.  I’m sure they now agree
Attitude is a fine example whereby their

designs can include the finer finishes of
boatbuilding. 

Now it’s time to escape, with Attitude
at time of writing being prepared for a
much anticipated journey north, joining in
this year’s EcoSustainability rally to the
Louisiades.  Departing Cairns mid
September, we trust our initial mission of
100nm per daylight day will be achieved
in comfort.
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– pic Julie Geldard – Vidpicpro



DESIGNER JEFF SCHIONNING
has created a delicate blend in
his G-Force range, achieving an

impressive level of luxurious comfort
while maintaining exhilarating
performance.  This is not a small
achievement since real competitive
performance is usually accompanied by
sacrifice of luxuries and comforts.  The 
G-Force 1500 has plenty of comfortable
accommodation for living aboard for
extended periods or long distance
cruising, yet if you enjoy racing or simply
want to eat up the miles on long ocean
passages, she will certainly not disappoint.

With sleek styling, a low cabin profile
and reverse bows the G-Force stands out
from the crowd in any anchorage. Step
aboard and you will be very surprised at
what you find inside.

The standard layout has two queen size
cabins forward, with the option of two
single berths forward of these in the hulls.
You’ll find a spacious and very usable
bathroom aft in the port hull with
separate head and shower areas, as well
as another aft double or single cabin to
starboard. 

The Nav Station is aft in the saloon to
starboard directly in front of the helm
position, this gives easy inside/outside

access and sharing of instruments and
charts while underway, anchoring or
berthing.

The saloon is generous.  The galley is
split with the work benches and cooking
facilities up on the bridgedeck but there
is more storage and a sink set amidships
in the port hull.  The galley could be on
one level and the hull area used for a
work shop or study area if preferred.

Engine choice is twin 27hp shaft drive
diesels, these are set under the aft bunk
to starboard and under the shelf in the
shower to port.  They have good access
and are located in the ideal position for
easy maintenance, checking and repairs.  If
properly insulated and sealed, the noise
and smells are never a problem.

Kick-up rudders are preferred however
fixed rudders are an option.  Steering will
be a simple and efficient spectra pulley
system that suits either single or twin
helm stations.

Even though some may see her as a

spartan cruiser because of her impressive
performance, she boasts all the cruising
comforts including a fridge/freezer, stove
with oven, hot water from the diesels,
pressure water and either electric or
manual head with holding tanks.  With a
good inverter she will easily have all the
comforts of home. 

The dinghy is lifted and stored with
composite davits aft of the cockpit. 

Sail and deck hardware is fairly
standard with a prodder and cat walk
running aft to the cabin front with two
big trampolines each side.  A 19.5m mast
is very moderate for the performance
potential, either alloy or a rotating carbon
rig will add a little extra ‘oomph’.  A radial
track is set aft of the cockpit with sheet
and traveler within easy reach of skipper
and crew.  A screecher, kite and roller
furled jib make her very easy to sail
shorthanded. 

Daggerboards are essential for good
windward performance, the G-Force sails
like a rocket to windward.  The negative
bows give that little bit extra in waterline
and bite.  A good sail maker is worth the
money on these designs. 

Are you ready for a hot affair?  The 
G-Force 1500 incites a special ‘love affair’
for those that she appeals to.

www.schionningdesigns.com.au
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G-FORCE 1500 SPECIFICATIONS

LOA 15.0m
BOA 7.8m
Draft 0.500m
Headroom/Bridgedeck 1.96m
Headroom/Hulls 1.96m
Mast Height 19.5m
Beam to Length Ratio 16.8 : 1
Displacement-Light 5000kg
Payload 1850kg
Motor Option 2 x 29hp Diesel SDs
Sailing Speed-Cruise 10-16kts 
Sailing Speed-Top 25+kts
Bridgedeck Clearance 0.950m

G-Force 1500

GF1500 under construction at Noosa
Marine on the Sunshine Coast.


